
This bath and shower replacement company serves the greater Dallas-Fort Worth area in Texas.  They 
originally founded their window company in 2006, and brought on bathrooms and shower installations 
and replacements in 2012.  They are highly customer-focused and strive to ensure that each and every 
customer is treated like family through a high-standard of Integrity, Excellence and Service.

This client sought out a way to capitalize on a rapidly expanding market in the Dallas-Fort Worth 
metroplex, with new families and a larger aging-in-place population.  With a high influx of home buyers, 
they needed support to better qualify and assign their incoming leads.  They looked to Think Unlimited's 
TLO software to increase their gross sale per lead issued, close rates, and overall gross revenue.
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Not only did our client see growth in all 
targeted areas, the growth in number of 
assignments lead to a 4% growth in close rates.

Our client realized an 8.6% increase in lead 
scheduling rate, resulting in an increase of 
$276.94 per assigned RPL. Our clients 
Incremental Revenue Growth rose 14.97% in 4 
weeks.

Results

Industry
Bath Remodeling 10-50

SIZE Think Product
Think Lead Optimizer

Only 4 weeks after implementing the Think 
Lead Optimizer by Think Unlimited, this client 
saw growth in every area targeted area.  With 
Think's proprietary AI lead score and 
assignment process, the higher quality scored 
leads led to an 8.6% growth in assignments 
compared week-over-week.   With a higher 
assignment rate, the close rate grew by nearly 
4% in the first month.  The RPL value of each 
assigned lead added an additional $277 per 
lead & the actual gross sale per lead issued cost 
increased by over $491.
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